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Bad Shortsmanship  

 

BLUE AND YELLOW PENCILS ENTER, drawing PENCILMATE AND 
MINI-PENCILMATE,  who are both happy to be alive! That is, until 
Pmate notices Mini standing next to him… Pmate rolls his eyes, 

grunts as he turns away, folding his arms. Meanwhile, Mini 

hunches over, rubbing his hands, shifting his eyes towards 

Pmate as he grins mischievously. Mini suddenly springs to a 

friendlier demeanor as he sympathetically pats Pmate on the 

back -- there, there… Mini holds out his hand, inviting Pmate 

to shake and call a truce. Pmate looks over, contemplates. 

Finally, he reluctantly agrees and shakes --  

 

BZZZZ! Pmate jitters and SURGES as he’s ELECTROCUTED! A CRISPY 

Pmate stands frozen, his hand still held out. Mini falls back, 

laughing as he reveals an OVERSIZED PRANK BUZZER on his palm. 

Pmate sulks, then grumbles, revealing a “KICK ME” NOTE TAPED to 
his back as he turns to EXIT. Mini wipes a final tear of joy 

from his eye as BROWN PENCIL ENTERS. It DRAWS A NEW CHARACTER, 
one even SHORTER than Mini, wielding a THICK, BUSHY UNIBROW. 

TINY-PENCILMATE lets out a HIGHLY DISTORTED CHIPMUNK GIGGLE as 

he comes to life. Mini grins, his eyelids halfway squinted. 

Holding out his hand so the Buzzer is facing away, Mini 

slithers over to greet Tiny -- 

 

Tiny points over Mini’s shoulder and GASPS! Mini whips his head 

to see the commotion… only to find that Tiny has PANTSED him  at 
lightning-speed! The BOTTOM HALF of his YELLOW BODY hanging 

around his ankles, Mini quickly covers his POLKA-DOT BOXERS as 

Tiny bellows laughter. Mini yanks his pants back up and frowns 

at his opponent as Tiny pulls out a FLOWER and takes a relaxing 

sniff. He looks to Mini, offers him the flower. Mini looks 

down, rolls his eyes. He then goes into an over-enthusiastic 

display of excitement and gratitude. He accepts the flower… 

then YANKS hard, pulling it out of Tiny’s grasp. A WATER BOTTLE 
WITH PUMP POPS out of Tiny’s sleeve,  attached to a HOSE leading 
up to the flower! Mini blurts a condescending “HAH!” as he 

unplugs the flower and TOSSES AWAY the pump, then turns to 

sniff, chuckling at his own brilliance -- POW! A BOXING GLOVE 
SPRINGS from the flower  into Mini’s face, HURLING HIM O.S.! 
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Tiny throws his head back in laughter! Shortly after, MINI 

MARCHES BACK IN, BIG GUY  FOLLOWING closely behind as he pounds 
his palm with his fist. Mini points to Tiny wrapping up his 

giggles. Big Guy grunts as he steps around Mini and heads 

towards Tiny, who has shifted into CLASPING HIS HANDS CLOSED in 

front of himself. Big Guy draws near, growls. He suddenly stops 

as Tiny takes a quick peek into his hands, then closes them 

again. Big Guy raises his eyebrow curiously. Tiny looks to Big 

Guy, offers him a peek. Big Guy leans down to see -- when Tiny 

opens his hand and out POUNCES A SPIDER!  Big Guy shrieks! He 
ZIPS O.S., leaving Mini behind. Tiny returns to laughter as he 

pulls his hands apart, revealing a PLASTIC SPIDER  dangling from 
his finger on a STRING. Mini sulks. He folds his arms, plops to 

his butt. FART! Surprised, Mini lifts his butt to reveal a 

WHOOPIE CUSHION underneath. Tiny laughs even harder as Mini 

looks to him, stunned and in absolute confusion. Tiny gives a 

wave of dismissal as he EXITS. Mini groans hopelessly…  

 

MONTAGE - A PAGE FLIPS between each of a few CLOSE UPS of TINY, 
laughing harder each time. END OF MONTAGE. 
 

SEVERAL PAGE FLIPS: MINI trudges along, covered in BRUISES, 

MUD, FEATHERS, and SIGNS INSTIGATING ABUSE… A LAMP POST SCROLLS 

IN, PMATE leaning against it as he stares Mini down with a 

condescending smirk. Mini stops at Pmate. Pmate imitates Tiny, 

shifting to a STOUT frame and growing A BUSHY UNIBROW, then 

does a CHIPMUNK GIGGLE. Pmate POPS BACK INTO SHAPE, laughing at 

Mini’s expense. Pmate shakes his head as Mini eyes water and 

lips quiver. Mini lowers his head in defeat. Pmate’s laughter 

trails off as he sees Mini’s humiliation. He ponders for a 

moment, then calls Mini over. Pmate leans down, whispering into 

Mini’s ear. A HUGE GRIN slowly grows across Mini’s face…  

 

PAGE FLIP: TINY is walking along, chuckling to himself. MINI 

AND PMATE ENTER, joyously chattering as they pass Tiny by and 

EXIT. Tiny smirks, hurries along until he arrives at the back 

of a car, Pmate and Mini continuing their conversation in the 

front seats. Tiny slyly pulls out a POTATO,  twirls it on his 
finger. He shoves it into the TAILPIPE. As Tiny beams proudly, 

Pmate and Mini suddenly face Tiny, grinning deviously. Tiny 

looks back in confusion. CREEEAAK, the SIDE HULL OF THE CAR 

leans forward, revealing that is in fact a CARDBOARD CUT-OUT 
from the fender up! It plops to the ground. Behind it was a 
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POLICE CAR, where Pmate and Mini are standing on the side step 

of the car. Tiny’s eyes grow wide as Pmate and Mini hop off the 

car, Pmate’s head no longer obstructing the snoozing POLICE 
OFFICER  in the driver seat. They SLINK AWAY, Mini giving Tiny a 
cheeky wave. 

 

Tiny gasps, then rushes to the potato. Just as he grabs it, the 

RADIO GOES OFF within the car. The Cop pops awake and 

scrambles. Tiny yanks at the potato, to no avail. Cop answers 

the radio, then reaches down to start the ignition. BOOM! SMOKE 

EXPLODES from the potato, FILLING THE SCREEN… As the SMOKE 

CLEARS, Cop is already out of the car, looming over Tiny, who 

still has his hand on the potato. Tiny looks up, gives a 

NERVOUS CHUCKLE. Cop pulls out HANDCUFFS.  

 

SMASH CUT to the CAR DOOR CLOSING over TINY in the back seat of 

the police car. ZOOM OUT just as the CAR PEELS away, passing 

PMATE AND MINI, both pleased as punch. Mini faces Pmate with 

gratitude, holds out his hand to shake. Pmate flinches, yanking 

his limbs away. Mini turns his hand and points to his palm, NO 

BUZZER. Pmate sighs in relief, smiles. He shakes Mini’s hand. 

Mini turns away, waving goodbye as he EXITS. Pmate waves back, 

steps the other way, his FEET TIED TOGETHER by his SHOELACES. 

Pmate faceplants into the ground! Mini LAUGHS from O.S. Pmate 

grumbles as “PENCILMATION” APPEARS. 
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